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Abstract: The heating system is widely used because it can sustain wide range of temperature. So temperature
control is of prime importance. The heating systems are used for controlled maintenance of indoor ambient
characteristics in optimal manner. The objective of these systems is to achieve comfortable and pleasant
sensation of people staying in the warm area. The heating control problem is tackled by a fuzzy control scheme.
Fuzzy logic systems are employed to maintain the room temperature in required range by determines the
maximum and minimum for temperature. One important Artificial Intelligence tool for automatic control is the
use of fuzzy logic controllers, which are fuzzy rule-based systems comprising expert knowledge in form of
linguistic rules. These rules are usually constructed by an expert in the field of interest who can link the facts
with the conclusions. Fuzzy Logic is a paradigm for an alternative design methodology, which can be applied
in developing both linear and non-linear systems for embedded control. By using fuzzy logic, designers can
realize lower development costs, superior features and better end product performance. In control systems there
are a number of generic systems and methods which are encountered in all areas of industry and technology.
From the dozens of ways to control any system, it turns out that fuzzy is often the very best way. The only
reasons are faster and cheaper. One of successful application that used fuzzy control is heating control system.
This paper describes the concept of using simulation as a tool for performance validation and energy analysis
of heating systems.
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INTRODUCTION The heating control has a major impact  on  the

The heating is an important  parameter  in  our  life consumption is highly dependent on weather conditions.
and in industry control, widely used in industries like Moreover, depending on the countries, more than a half
metallurgy, machinery, chemical industry and  also of  this energy  is used for indoor climate conditions [2].
heating is generally applied to residential, office, On a technological point of view, it is estimated that the
commercial, animal raising units, greenhouses, etc. The consideration of specific technologies like Building
heating control systems have  been  gradually  evolved Energy Management Systems (BEMSs) can save 20% of
on an analytical footing and today the range in the the energy consumption of the building sector, With this
heating control is commendable. A heating system is aim, BEMSs are generally applied only to the control of
defined as any piece or combination  of  equipment  that active systems, i.e., like heating systems [3, 4]. 
is for maintaining  temperatures  at  the   required  place. To decreasing the energy consumption researchers
Heating  systems  are needed for anywhere from around in the area of thermal comfort have learned that the
3 to 7 months of the season. The heating is responsible required indoor temperature of a building is not a fixed
for conditioning the air temperature and the mean radiant value. In fact a certain range of temperatures is sufficient
wall temperature of internal surfaces surrounding the to create a comfortable situation [5]. So the ideal heating
enclosure [1]. system  works  with  high  efficiency supplying only the

energy consumption of heating systems. This energy
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amount of heat that is necessary to maintain internal
conditions at a level providing thermal comfort to the
room Occupants.  Besides  clothing,  the   main
parameters affecting thermal comfort include air
temperature [6].

The control of the heating process allows the Fig. 1: Block diagram of a ON/OFF control system for
temperature to be kept between two predefined limits, temperature control.
instead of a strict set-point. These limits may, however, be
selected or altered by the user. It is also required that the
process operate between these limits at an economic
optimum. Besides these two main requirements, many
additional conditions may exist, such as input and output
constraints, stability requirements and rate constraints.
To deal with the control of a process under such
conditions a concept is developed called Fuzzy logic
control (FLC).

Fuzzy logic like human logic has no limits and is
based on decision making methods. Therefore, to make a
better decision, controlling the operation is needed which
has in turn led to use fuzzy control mechanism that is Fig. 2: Optimal predictive control system
based on logic. Fuzzy logic controller systems do not
require full knowledge of the model, while in other known
controller this knowledge is required. The use of
uncertainty tests of fuzzy systems and expert’s
knowledge as controls has become popular and used in
many different fields of science. Fig. 3: Block diagram of a PID controller

This paper discusses an implementation of a fuzzy
inference unit and algorithms for fuzzification, rule are present when this controller is used to control the
evaluation and defuzzification of  a  fuzzy   control  system heating system because exceeded the required limits for
for heating system. a certain period [9].

There are many fuzzy inferences but in this article we The  linear  predictive  control  is  capable of
choose Mamdani inference mechanism was preferred as it controlling  the  indoor  temperature  of  the  test cell
is both easy and suitable for the system design of fuzzy within the required limits most of the time but not all of
system. time, the linear predictive control in the relative short

Problem Statement and Preliminaries problems, but it is obvious that with larger prediction
Problem Statement: There are many of control modes are periods more computing  time  is  necessary  and  the
used in heating systems like ON\OFF control, the linear linear programming problem requires more computer
predictive control (LPC) and PID Control System. memory.

The ON\OFF control is the simplest form of control, The Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller
used by almost all domestic thermostats. When the oven structure is the most widely used in industrial applications
is cooler than the set-point temperature the heater is thanks to its structural simplicity and applicability in
turned on at maximum power and once the oven is hotter solving practical control problems but It is not, however,
than the set-point temperature the heater is switched off almighty. In many cases, provide disturbance, this
completely [6, 7], we see in Fig. 1 The controller output is disturbance is unknown, making it difficult to attenuate
either on or off only, it is  not found value between [10].
ON/OFF so the On/Off control does not have enough Traditional PID controller sometimes doesn’t satisfy
accuracy and quality, leads the system to unstable due to the control purpose for the object, which has large inertia,
mismatch error generated by the  inaccurate  time  delay delay and nonlinear characteristic and uncertain
parameter used in the model [8]. Transients &  overshoots disturbance  factor, like the tall and big space, because of

prediction periods are used which do not cause any
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Fig. 4: Block diagram of a control system using fuzzy logic control

the dissatisfaction of tuning parameters, the effect of
dissatisfying performance and the adaptability to different
running medium [11].

But the used PD control is better than PID control
because the strictly limit the overshoot and easy deal and
give us good result than PID control [11, 12].

So in this article we chose fuzzy logic control
because the fuzzy logic control provide a good
performance without transients & overshoots and the use
of appropriate automatic control strategies, such as Fuzzy Fig. 5: Block diagram of a heating control system using
control system is based on the operational experience of fuzzy logic control
human expert, the system is robust to changes in
environment.

The main advantage of fuzzy logic controllers as
compared to conventional control approaches resides in
the fact that no mathematical modeling is required for the
design of the controller. Fuzzy controllers are designed on
the basis of the human knowledge of the system behavior.
In addition the controllers that directly regulate human's
thermal Comfort have advantages over the conventional
thermostatic controller. The main advantages are
increased comfort and energy savings.

Description of Fuzzy Logic Systems: The basic
configuration of the fuzzy logic system consists of four
main components: fuzzy rule base, fuzzy inference engine,
fuzzifier and defuzzifier. The fuzzy rule base consists of a
collection of fuzzy IF-THEN rules an example of a fuzzy
rule describing the relationship between a heating power
and the temperature trend in a room may be [13]:

If the heating power is high then the temperature will
increase fast.

Mathematical Model of Fuzzy Logic Heating Control
System
Mathematical Model of Fuzzy Logic: To construction of
heating system (fig. 5) we need to define FC input and
output values where the input value enter to the fuzzy
control system and in fuzzy control system controls the
heat valve in the heating system that is depended on the
input value of the temperature.

One parameter is chosen as input and the language
expression are given in Table 1.

Table 1: The fuzzy linguistic expressions of input/output system variants
Parameters Type Linguistic expressions
Temp Input Low, Medium, High
Heat_valve Output Low, Medium, High

The input value is the difference between the desired
temperature and the temperature of the house (process
variable) is used by the fuzzy logic control system to
assess the temperature in the air and adjusts the speed of
the heat valve motor with the heating conditions, the heat
valve motor defined as output of the controller by name
(Heat_valve).

Now we must choose one of A Fuzzy Inferences
System (FIS), A Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) is a way of
mapping an input space to an output space using fuzzy
logic. A FIS tries to formalize the reasoning process of
human language by means of fuzzy logic (that is, by
building fuzzy IF-THEN rules).Fuzzy inference methods
are classified in direct methods and indirect methods.
Direct methods, such as Mamdani's and Sugeno's, are the
most commonly used (these two methods only differ in
how they obtain the outputs). Indirect methods are more
complex [14, 15].

But in this article we chose Mamdani's fuzzy
inference method because Mamdani's method is the most
commonly used in applications, due to its simple structure
of 'min-max' operations so it is more suitable for the
system design of fuzzy system [16].

The next step we must apply the fuzzification to do
that we must choose fuzziness methods, the most suitable
Gaussian and triangle fuzziness methods were chosen
[17].
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For temperature (A) value the verbal expressions and The system model is determined by relating the flow
fuzzy membership functions in Gaussian fuzziness
methods are as the following (Temperature=X,
temperature value=x) Where Gaussian curve depends on
two parameters sig and c as given by [16-18]

(1)

And for Heat valve (Y value the verbal expressions
and fuzzy membership functions in triangle fuzziness
methods are as the following. (Heat valve =Y, Heat valve
speed value=y)

(2)

The parameters a and c locate the “feet” of the
triangle and the parameter c locates the peak. 

According to the rules written in the rule editor the
controller takes the action and controls the opening of the
heat valve by use the Center of Area Defuzzification
method this method come with Mamdani's fuzzy inference
method like in (3):

(3)

Specifies the defuzzification method the fuzzy logic
controller uses to convert the degrees of membership of
output linguistic variables into numerical values. The rule
like in the following [16-18]:

If Temp is High Then Heat_valve is Medium
If Temp is Medium Then Heat_valve is Low
If Temp is Low Then Heat_valve is Highjust defined

Mathematical Model of Heating System: Now it is
important to understand the mathematics of how the
Heating system behaves. This is system modeling and it
is a very important part of control systems analysis.

heat into the room from heater to the room temperature,
determine the quantity loss heat from heater to calculate
the room temperature using the following equations, it is
possible to write:

(4)

(5)

where:

M - mass of air inside the house;
R  - equivalent thermal resistance of the house;eq

 - The heat flow from the Heater;

 - Heat losses to the environment.

The M and R  are variables depended on theeq

following parameters:

Defines the house geometry (size, number of
windows)
Specifies the thermal properties of house materials
Calculates the thermal resistance of the house
Provides the heater characteristics (temperature of
the hot air, flow-rate)

Now to determine the heat flow from the Heater is
expressed by this Equation:

(6)

where:

 - heat flow from heater in the room; 

T =temperature of hot air from heater;heater

M =air mass flow rate through heater;f

c=heat capacity of air at constant pressure.

Fuzzy Controller Design: Design a simulation system of
fuzzy logic controller for heating control by using
simulation package which is fuzzy logic Toolbox and
Simulink in LABVIEW software.
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Fig. 6: The Block diagram of fuzzy logic heating system
by using one input variable - Temperature

The Block Diagram of Heating System: Fuzzy logic
Control System is a control system operating a heater in
such a way that heater will be turned between low,
medium and high depended on room temperature and
required temperature .Hence the Heater block is calculate
the flow rate the heat from Heater to room as stated
previously in equation (6), the room temperature block
that calculates room temperature variations, Model
equation for the room temperature as stated previously in
equations (4, 5). The output value from room temperature
subtracted from the required temperature and then enters
as input to the fuzzy logic.

The Fuzzy System Designer Editor: Have been identified
the Input for the Fuzzy Controller and the output of the
controller (fig.7).

We have defines one Input for the Fuzzy Controller
(Fig. 8). It is the difference between the desired
temperature and the temperature of the house denoted as
“Temp”, here is determined the form of membership and
determined the range.

Was determined the names of fuzzy variables for
input variable, form of membership and the Crisp Input
Range in (Fig. 8) like in the (Tab.2)

Thereafter define one output of the controller is
denoted by “Heat Valve” (Fig. 9), this output represent
the amount of heat it will flow from the heat valve.

Was determined the names of fuzzy variables for
output variable, form of membership and the Crisp Input
Range in (Fig. 9) like in the (Tab. 3)

Fig. 7:  Fuzzy control for heating system

Fig. 8: Membership form Fuzzy Set characterizing the
Input Temp

Fig. 9: Membership form Fuzzy Set characterizing the
output Heat_valve

Fig. 10 : The rule of heating system
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Fig. 11 : The Front panel in LABVIEW for heating system

Fig. 12 : A result using Fuzzy Logic controller

Table 2: Character of membership function “Temp”

Range: -2.6 to 9
Temp ----------------------------------------------------------
Fuzzy Variable MF used Crisp Input Range

Low Gaussian (-2.6,-2,-1,0)
Medium Gaussian (-1,0.5,2.5,2.9)
High Gaussian (2.5,5,9,9)

Table 3: Character of membership function “Heat_valve”

Range: 0 to 1
Heat_valve ---------------------------------------------------------
Fuzzy Variable MF used Crisp Input Range

Low Trapezoid (0,0,0.01,0.1)
Medium Triangular (0.02,0.5,0.9)
High Trapezoid (0.8,0.9,1,1)

Create the Rule Editor: After created the input and
output variables, Based on the descriptions of the input
and output variables defined with the fuzzy system
designer editor, the Rule Editor allows to construct the
rule statements.

So here we can construct rules and choosing any of
the variables qualities, but to work the heating system
have determined the rule like (Fig. 10).

Create a User Interface by Design Front Panel: Create a
graphical user interface on the front panel using controls
and indicators from the Controls palette (Fig. 11), in the
user interface the user enters the required temperature
and the outdoor temperature and the implements the
program.

An Example and Simulation Results: Based on above
model, the simulation is done. In simulation can enter any
temperature for room we want but must attention to the
outdoor temperature is less than set temperature in order
to work the heating system (Fig. 12).

For example the temperatures in the case study are as
follows:   set  temperature = 70°F; and outdoor
temperature = 50°F (Fig. 12.a) We can also enter the set
temperature  =50°F;   and    outdoor   temperature   =  30°F
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(Fig.12.b) ,enter the set temperature =30°F; and outdoor 5. Fanger, P.O., 1974. Thermal Comfort, Danish
temperature = 10°F (Fig. 12.c) and enter the set Technical Press, pp: 244.
temperature =80°F; and outdoor temperature = 60°F 6. Saxena, S., S. Talesara and S. Mehta, 1999. ON-OFF
(Fig.12.d) temperature control system using microprocessor. In

The result of simulation of all (Fig. 12) note provide the Proceedings of 1999 Computing, Communication
good performance in terms of oscillations and overshoot and Control National Conference, pp: 39-40.
in the absence of a prediction mechanism and give us 7. Kobersi, I.S., 2009. The Fuzzy logic controller
significantly reduced overshoot and steady state error structure, 2009. In the proceedings of the 2009
and  significant improvement in maintaining performance Conference on Information technology, Systems
over the widely, compared with traditional control the FLC Analysis and Control, pp: 40-41.
is the best . 8. Takaaki,  H.,  K.  Yamada,  I.  Murakami,  Y.    Ando,

CONCLUSION the modified PID control system for heat flow

Based on the above method and after the data is Technology, 4(5): 469-476. 
analyzed, for the Fuzzy logic controller, the maximum 9. A brief history of feedback control. Date Views
overshoot of system is 1% but in the conventional 02.04.2013. www.Feedback and Temperature
controller,  the  maximum  overshoot  of system is more. Control.htm.
So the performance of fuzzy controller is better than 10. Ignatyev, V.V., 2011. Syntheses method of hybrid
conventional algorithm. control system combining traditional and fuzzy

The heating system with the Fuzzy Logic Controller object models. M. S. thesis, Don State Technical
provides the accurate control in any industrial application, Univ., Rostov-on-Don.
the fuzzy controller response in all experimental 11. Mirinejad, H., S.H. Sadati and H.M. Ghasemian, 2008.
conditions is quite as expected and it is not exceed the Control techniques in heating, ventilating and air
maximum and minimum required temperature. conditioning (HVAC) systems. Journal of Computer

The applicability the fuzzy logic controller to the Science, 4(9): 777-783.
fulfillment of complex tasks of adaptive set point tracking 12. Zadeh, L.H., 1965. Fuzzy sets. Information and
and disturbance rejection of a Heating system. The FLC Control, pp: 338-353.
algorithm adapts quickly to longer time delays and 13. Mamdani's Fuzzy Inference. Date Views 12.04.2013
provides a stable response and can give more attention to www.dma.fi.upm.es/java/fuzzy/fuzzyinf/introfis_en.
various parameters, such as the time of response, the error htm.
of steadying and overshoot. The controller presented in 14. Mamdani, E.H. and S. Assilian, 1975. An experiment
this paper possessed excellent tracking speed and in linguistic synthesis with a fuzzy logic controller.
robustness properties. International  Journal  of  Man-Machine  Studies,
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